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Few years back, a bright student from prestigious Cotton College was
drawn in the mighty Brahmaputra river at Umananda Temple while taking a
selfie. This tragic incident  had raised a lot of questions in the minds of com-
mon people. In which way the young generation is moving? Does a smart,
beautiful photograph really represent a beautiful mind? Are we really distracted
from this real world to virtual digital world? What should be the role of society
and parents in minimizing the gap between, the real and the virtual? There is no
end to the list of questions.

 Dr. Smritimala Sarmah



Few days back, I went to a
wedding. The interesting thing I no-
ticed in the wedding was that the
cousins of the bride were busy tak-
ing self portraits from different angles
with their smart phones instead of
greeting the guests. This is a very
common situation with the upcom-
ing generation. Nowadays if we go
to a shopping mall or a restaurant,
we see youths taking self photo-
graphs in front of the mall or with
the meal they are taking. Yes
friends…..I am talking about Selfie
….The word that won the "word of
the year" in 2013 by Oxford English
dictionary. The meaning of the word
"Selfie" is a self-portrait photograph,
typically taken with a digital camera
or camera phone held in the hand or
supported by a selfie stick.

Nowadays if we visit a place
and want to have a photograph with
a monument of the place, we don't
have to request others. We can do
that on our own with our smart
phones and share them with our
friends in the next instant. Few years
back, Kanpur police launched
"Selfie with Traffic" campaign under
which the police station in-charge of
those areas would have to ensure
that there was no jam during the
peak hours. Similarly as a part of
Prime Minister Narendra Modiji's
"Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao" cam-
paign, the panchayat of Bibipur vil-
lage in Jind district, Haryana had
announced a contest on June 9,
2015 wherein fathers were asked to
click selfies with their daughters and
send these to the sarpanch through
WhatsApp. The panchayat received
794 images. For this innovative 'Beti
Bachao, Selfie Banao' contest, the

We can do that on
our own with our
smart phones and
share them with
our friends in the
next instant. Few
years back, Kanpur
police launched
"Selfie with Traf-
fic" campaign
under which the
police station in-
charge of those
areas would have
to ensure that
there was no jam
during the peak
hours. Similarly as
a part of Prime
Minister Narendra
Modiji's "Beti
Bachao, Beti
Padhao" campaign,
the panchayat of
Bibipur village in
Jind district,
Haryana had
announced a
contest on June 9,
2015 wherein
fathers were asked
to click selfies
with their daugh-
ters and send these
to the sarpanch
through
WhatsApp.

village got special mention in Prime
Minister's Mann ki Baat. Even ex-US
president Barack Obama also made
news for taking a very special selfie
with ex-UK Prime Minister David
Cameron, and Denmark's ex-Prime
Minister Helle Thorning-Schmidt at
the memorial service for the late South
African President Nelson Mandela in
December 2013. It is being described
as one of the highest-powered
"selfies" ever snapped.

The cultural phenomenon of the
'Selfie' exposes a very basic human
aspiration to feel noticed, cherished
and recognized. Morever, although
the 'Selfie' may not always draw out
the most appropriate type of recog-
nition, receiving just a few likes from
our Facebook or Instagram friends
uncovers a fun aspect of human psy-
chology. The selfies have a way of
making us feel great about ourselves.
As time goes on, we get so caught up
in what's going on in the present that
memories from the past slowly fade.
When we look up the selfies of the
past, we feel happy. However, tak-
ing selfies while skydiving or from
those skyscraping, cloud touching,
buildings because who in their right
mind could forget something so terri-
fying. Never the less, selfies are a
great way to preserve our most
memorable experiences, and even the
simplest, yet cherished experiences.

Everything has two sides: good
and bad. So do our favorite selfies. A
British male teenager named Danny
Bowman tried to commit suicide af-
ter he failed to take the perfect selfie.
According to Mirror in March 2014,
Bowman became so obsessed with
capturing the perfect shot that he spent
10 hours a day taking up to 200



selfies. The 19-year-old lost nearly 30 pounds,
dropped out of school and did not leave the house
for six months in his pursuit for getting the right pic-
ture. He would take 10 pictures immediately after
waking up. Frustrated at his attempts to take the one
image he wanted, Bowman eventually tried to take
his own life by overdosing, but was saved by his
mother. The teenager is believed to be the UK's first
selfie addict and has had therapy to treat his tech-
nology addiction as well as obsessive-compulsive
disorder  and Body Dysmorphic Disorder. Accord-
ing to psychiatrist Dr. David Veal, people don't real-
ize when they post a picture of themselves on
Facebook or Twitter it can so quickly spiral out of
control. It becomes a mission to get approval and it
can destroy anyone. According to American Psy-
chiatric Association (APA), taking too many selfies
can lead to a mental disorder called "Selfities" which
is defined as the obsessive- compulsive  desire to
take photos of one's self and post them on social
media as a way to make up for the lack of self-es-
teem and to fill a gap in intimacy.  APA said "Selfities"
is broadly classified in three types: borderline (tak-
ing at least three pictures of self but not posting them
on social media), acute (taking at least three photos
of self and posting them on social media) and chronic
selfities (uncontrollable urge to take photos of one's
self round the clock and posting them on social me-
dia more than six times a day). According to psy-

chologist Pamela Rutledge, selfies frequently trigger
perceptions of self-indulgence or attention-seeking
social dependence which leads to digital narcissism.
The big problem with the rise of digital narcissism is
that it puts enormous pressure on people to achieve
unfeasible goals, without making them hungrier.
Many deaths and injuries have occurred till now dur-
ing, or in immediate connection with, the taking of a
selfie. For example Puerto Rican musician Jadiel El
Tsunami, famous for his music album entitled "Me
Descontrolo" died in an accident shortly after taking
a selfie on his motorbike. According to The Tele-
graph, in 2015, more people were killed while tak-
ing selfies than by shark attacks. As of 2022, India
had recorded more selfie-related deaths than any
other country. Through this write up, I just want to
urge my young friends to focus on our goals, what
we want to be. Let us take photographs of our friends
and self, but in a controlled way. Being parents, let
us observe our adolescent children if they are mov-
ing away from us and sticking to mobile phone all
the time. If so, we should give them more of our
time. We can try to make them busy in the creative
world and help them to increase their self-esteem by
increasing their confidence. We should train them
properly to mingle with society.

Let us make the youth aware about judicious
use of technology and tackle digital narcissism in a
better way.
Asst. Professor, Dept. of Physics

 Throughout life people will make you mad, disrespect you and
treat you bad. Let God deal with the things they do, cause hate in
your heart will consume you too." –Will Smith

 Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way
to be truly satisfied is to do what you believe is great work. And the
only way to do great work is to love what you do. If you haven't
found it yet, keep looking. Don't settle. As with all matters of the heart,
you'll know when you find it." –Steve Jobs



children . At last , he was able to
arrange for 669 children to be safely
rescued to UK . However, the last
train that was scheduled on 1
September 1939 could not make it as
the war broke out .

However , all these great
contributions were not known to the
world until 1988 when he was invited
to the BBC television programme
‘That’s Life!’. Here’s where he had
the opportunity to finally reunite with
those children whom he rescued back
during the time of Holocaust . Almost
during their mid- life , these now
adults finally met their saviour , the
man who granted them a new life.
After the airing of the programme ,
Winton received many honours and
was knitted by Queen Elizabeth II in
2003 for “services to humanity, in
saving Jewish children from Nazi
Germany occupied Czechoslovakia”.
He was also awarded the highest
honour of the Czech Republic, the
‘Order of the White Lion’ in 2014 by
Czech President Milos Zeman. Even
after the death of Sir Nicholas Winton
in 1 July 2015, he remains an
inspiration to the world for his brave
actions , like his motto “if something
is not impossible, then thee must be a
way to do it”.

“If something is not impossible, then there must be a way
to do it.” These were the famous words of Sir Nicholas
George Winton, a British humanitarian ,who organized a rescue
operation to help children who were at risk of oppression by
Nazi Germany. ‘If It’s Not Impossible…: The Life of Sir
Nicholas Winton’ written by his daughter , Barbara winton , is
his well documented life story that lets the world know about
his great contributions to humanity.

Born in Hampstead in 1909 to Jewish parents, his story
of rescue happens at the time of the 2nd World War. Then 29
year old Nicholas Winton cancelled a skiing holiday in 1938
and instead decided to visit Prague and help Martin Blake, an

associate of the
British Committee for
Refugees from
Czechoslovakia when

he came to know about the dire conditions of the Jewish
refugees. Winton further journeyed to Czechoslovakia upon the
insistence of Doreen Warriner to see several refugee camps.
He then realized that despite relocating the adults, something
must be done to rescue the children who were stuck in the
situation. Following the atrocities of ‘Kristallnatch’ ( a
campaign of hatred against the Jews in Nazi territories), British
government loosened its immigrant laws which proved to be a
golden opportunity for the rescue operation of Winton. He
asked the British government to allow Czech children to come
to UK as well which was granted on some certain conditions .
Firstly, the government asked that each children should be
matched with a host family who would care for him/her until the
age of 18 years old. Provided that they had a place to stay , an
amount of £50 had to be deposited per children as a warranty.
Winton , his mother and associates worked through all these
conditions and raised funds to bear the travel expenses of the

 Krishnakshi Bhagabati
Fourth Semester, History Dept.



THE LOST PATH
 Thapona Sarma

Higher Secondary Second  Year

I have lost the way, the way which helps many people to
find love. I lost it. Now i don't deserve to be loved. But what
about you? Do you think you are on the right track? Do you
think you are moving towards your goal now? But listen, You can
never be happy in your life because you spoiled many. You have
wrecked up my innocent love but I let you go. you may consider
it my generosity or my weakness, I don't really mind. I let you go
and decided to move on.

Tears collected in the corners of my eyes. I turned around.
I didn't want the tears that are starting to accumulate in the cor-



ners of my eyes to bother you. That was my first
thrill of love in B Borooah's heart. I fell in love with
you at first sight but I never dared to tell you about
my feelings. Also, you are my senior, so I tried to tell
you but failed everytime due to my fear and shyness.
One day I gathered a lot of courage and went to
you. The ocean of my love seemed to break it's shore
that day but at the end you just smiled and said -" I
will think about it". Anyway, you know one thing, I
go absolutely mad everytime I see your smile,  Al-
though you didn't answer I was satisfied and expected
a positive reply. And one day my waiting was over;
you called me but the answer I got from you was
completely unexpected for me. I couldn't understand
why i am so unfortunate. At that. moment, my eyes
filled with tears. I couldn't stop myself and immedi-
ately started to back away when you called out again-
" is everything alright?" And I also replied without turn-
ing -" I forgot something important, I will come back
when I am done." But I didn't go back. I didn't look
back at that time because I didn't dare look into your
eyes. I didn't want my tears to bother you. I was bro-
ken at the time but I calmed my mind and erased all
the love and tried to forget you. It was a little difficult
for me to because I saw you often in college and so
the picture of you in my mind sometimes bothered me
a lot. But still, I tried. I started spending time with my
friends as I used to and always tried to make others
laugh even when I was sad myself. This has been my
habit since I was a kid So it was an easy change for
me. If anything reallychanged, it was simply your pic-
ture deep in my mind; It gradually became gray and
distorted.

I found him in my life before your picture was
completely erased from my mind. He entered my life
and sparked a new wave of love in my mind. And I
was completely blinded by his love. He seemed to
light a bigger fire of love in my mind this time and I
forgot myself in the warmth of that fire. That flame
ignited my existence, I forgot my limitations and it

also ignited two years of my academic life that I will
never get back. It felt like I was slowly letting myself
burn. And he seemed to be moving away from me
day by day, and I didn't realize it because I was ad-
dicted to love. And after a year and a half I found
out the truth; the truth that causes many people to
harm themselves but I was not of them. I was com-
pletely stunned for a while and then cried all night,
my chest screaming in pain. For the second time, I
felt as if God had sent me to earth only to bear the
burden of sorrow. It felt like someone had ripped
my chest to pieces. After two years of cheating, how
can you let him go when you find out that he loves
someone else and not you?

Yes, the fire of revenge was burning in my mind
too. I felt hatred for love .Some of my friends said I
should take revenge or else a fraudster like him would
manipulate the lives of others like me but one of my
friends said that if I did so there would be no differ-
ence between me and him. I know deally love is sa-
cred but to me it was cursed. And for few mindless
cheaters like him, love becomes a curse for others
like me. I was mentally broken. Although I thought
many times but let him go without taking revenge. I
am not like him. Many thoughts also swarmed my
head  what was may fault? Why did he manipulate
my life? What will happen to me now? Who will re-
turn the time I wasted thinking about him? but I prom-
ised myself that I would forget everything and start
my life a new and never fall in love in  future because
I understood well that love is a curse for me.

Now I totally forgot about all my past but
sometimes I miss him and think if he had embraced
my love then, so much would not have been differ-
ent . I think of him then and smile like an idiot.
Now it seems that I have found the path I lost-back
to myself. I found that path again only because how
I could quietly endur everything. Now my silence is
my companion on that once lost path and now I am
very familiar with the versatile picture of love.

I've missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I've lost almost 300 games. 26
times I've been trusted to take the game winning shot and missed. I've failed over
and over and over again in my life. And that is why I succeed."

–Michael Jordan



‘Mental health’ refers to the stable state of
mind. We after hear people talking about mental
health in recent times which indicates that this
generation is suffering a lot with their mental health.
Healthy mental health leads to happier, successful
life as he/she can properly concentrate on what he/
she is doing in his/her life as our mind is one the
most important factor that determines our lifestyle.
Everything we do, we think, all are controlled by
our brain but if the person is following on unhealthy
lifestyle hampering the mind and body ……….the
mental health of a person leading to anxiety,
depression due to the imbalance in their thoughts
and harmones.

In the recent times, mental health plays an

MENTAL
Health :
Struggles and
Challenges

 Mira Swagata R Marak
Higher Secondary Second  Year



important role right from children to an adult. In
such a busy, hustle-bustle world, full of challenges
and competitions people have started taking lots of
leads on themselves which eventually disrupts the
mental health of a person. Students as well as the
adults struggles a lot and faces ample amount of
challenges regarding their mental health. Students
struggle to always come first in exams due to their
own personal choice or due to the pressure
created by parents as the competition in today
world has reached an extreme level. Students
study day and night, …..themselves from the social
world, they even forget to eat properly which …..
affects the mental health of a student. Due to poor
mental health, the academic progress declines and
then students feel de motivated, locks confidence
on themselves and eventually suffer from life
miserable. Luckily, some tackle this mental health
issues by conveying with their parents, friends and
close ones which can guide them to successfully
cope up with stress, anxiety and depression.

Same goes with the adults, they complete to
come first at work so as to get higher salary in
order to fulfill the needs of the family and to earn
higher status in the society. Failure in work for
small reasons becomes a starting point of mental
issues. A person tends to be more stressed, works
day and night without proper food and sleep and
slowly and steadily getting away from people.

Healthy mental state leads to happy, success-
ful, confident and motivated lifestyle where a
person can eat properly, sleep properly and even
can easily mingle with people and love being

surrounded by people with a good vibe and
nature. Mental health is affected because of
excessive stress due to various reasons be it study,
work or personal family issues. Sometimes being
encircled by wrong companies of people can also
lead to unhealthy mental state.

Since, the people of this generation are facing
ample number of issues regarding their mental
health certain measures have been taken up by the
government for the welfare of the citizens. Setting
up …… in educational sectors and working
sectors was one of the best decision taken up by
the government as it will help the students and the
workers to analyze themselves closely and to get
correct guidance according to their situation. In
schools and colleges certain self-analyzing programs
are arranged within the school and college premises
to make the students aware of the situations they are
standing on. Lecture programs by psychologist were
also introduced by the government in the schools
attest once in every month in order to make the
students aware of the term 'Mental health' and the
importance of it in a person life.

Accordingly to me, certain more measures
can be taken up even by the media houses. As the
people of this generation are always into various
social media platforms, so the media can help in
increasing more positive awareness about the
mental health setting ads based on the successful
story of the people those who were able to …with
their stress, anxiety and depression and how they
have now changed their life and lead a healthy and
strong mental health as students are the major
groups which fall into the pit of unhealthy mental
health but are unaware of such terms and their
impacts on on's life. Creating awareness is the first
important step to be taken accompanied by the
solutions to cope up with the struggles and chal-
lenges of healthy mental health.

Before solving the problem we must always
know the problem clearly from head to toe. So it is
mandatory for the people to know what is actually
mental health and how it plays or important role in
one's life. Let us all together join hands and start
eventually lead to a good mental health. 

Same goes with the adults,
they complete to come first
at work so as to get higher
salary in order to fulfill the
needs of the family and to
earn higher status in the
society. Failure in work for
small reasons becomes a
starting point of mental
issues.

‘‘

’’



 Parismita Uzir
Sixth Semester, English Department

Have not we all wondered what life could have
been if we were born different? If it were any less
miserable than it is now and that our regrets just take
on a roller coaster ride to make it even worse. Well,
that’s how life goes on and what sort would it be if
these mundane thoughts never circulate our minds;
less complicated but boring. If we were to expect
each and every event in our lives accordingly, then
people would start to despise it, given the very humane
tendency we never appreciate what we have and
always fantasize what we don’t.

I can very well relate to such thoughts
occurring in the minds of other people since, the
human mind is constructed in such a way that we
can never simplify it by a particular logic or reason.
It is designed to hate yet embrace; laugh in order to
cry; misunderstand only to understand. However,
going through such disturbing emotions have made
me realize that life is shorter than expected and that
we can never get what we were never given. To
embrace our life along with its beauty and ugliness
and the good or bad, is really settling and peaceful.

Moreover, looking around our daily, casual,
“not so sweet” life, we can see the little joys hidden
in big remorse. There is nothing wrong in leading a

life less pretty or a life that is not ‘picture perfect’.
As the quote goes, “The only thing that will make
you happy is being happy with who you are”, so we
must not forget that the life we are living right now is
only possible because of our parents. There can be
happiness in feeding our little pet, talking to our loved
ones regarding our concerns, watering the plants,
praying to God and many more instances which we
might have thought to be petty earlier. Hence,
fantasizing over a life that we can never have will not
solve our problems and instead lead to many
discomforts.

Therefore, we must figure out ways in which
we can stay calm and happy before deciding to throw
away the precious life. Meditating is one of the best
ways to have our minds in control, we can also try
out gardening to reduce stress, try to read positive
books or articles, go out to places that reassures the
mind, talk to friends or family and let go of all the
worries. The most important thing is to share our
problems and concerns in order to be happy and
have positive mindset to accept life the way it is.
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Live as if you were to die tomorrow.
Learn as if you were to live forever."

–Mahatma Gandhi
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The ever seen beauty that I have
stared at the most of time.

The first time I looked at you,
I felt nothing special,
but when I started staring at you
for a long time, I took a deep
breath and realized all healing
power that you emanated.

It was a freezing windy night
I was alone sitting near my
window just to stare at you
through the branches of the trees.

You were shining like a bright ball,
Although that was your day,
To shine bright and full-bodied.

You know when the sun is about
to reach the horizon, during the
twilight, I  rush out of
my room, leave my work incomplete
just to watch you shining bright in the sky.

You know me perfectly,
Not because I share my unsaid
words with you,
but I can't hide anything from you.
The sun watches me during the day light
But you know all my secrets of day and night

Every so often I wish that there should
be no one there the way I love you.
You know, whenever I used to feel low,
I simply hurry to you so that I can
share my emotions with you..
Because watching you could heal me...

But when you're not there, it feels dull
Sometime it feels like those words
will remain buried inside me forever.
I wish if I could reach to you
and never be here again.

 Baibhabee Baishya
Fourth Semester, Geography Department



I juxtaposed
with Tributary
 Priyanshri Bhargab
Fourth Semester, Botany Department

Its that you exuberance,
Taking lots of ripples inside.
I see myself in you
Making decisions precise and few.
You allure every minute thing
Why can't I have that fling.
So different yet so alike,
Part of nature glides inside.
Both of us know what we hide,
Lots of pains and troubles aside!
How stronger we can be more?
Still I hope to be sure...

I too want to pass through the sand
Swaying away all my pain,
As if I am not of my land.
Our past are so contrasting
You relinquish and I imprison.
I hope being like you,
will make me free from
Thoughts I would never
Have control upon.
I question myself,
What should I be?
Like you, with no ending
Or my life would be same
Alas! without glee prevailing.

Tales of Valor
 S. Ricky Singha
Second Semester, Dept Of Economics

Keeping an eye on the things of past,
Hear this tale and then depart.
Its a fight of houses, of hearts and pacts,
Brace yourselves for the cold impact.

The garland was there and so was the bride,
But no one to answer from the other side.
Her hands were stained with a yellow tinge,
But he had got a war to win.

The father was old and nearing his death,
The mother was blinded by the tears she bled.
The sister was sad for she lost her toy,
But he had left for the nation’s joy.

A bullet from here a bullet from there,
It all looked like a children’s fare.
But those who did their nation proud,
Came back home in velvet shrouds.

We won this war with raging hearts,
Bodies carried in broken carts.
They left behind a manly touch,
Our men lived and died for us
Our men lived and died for us.



 Tanushree Biswas
PG Fourth Semester, Department of Zoology

The sudden alarm, that reminded me
To crow l through the earth
To sing with birds
To shine with the lights
How smoothly you shaped my path;

Mother, the superior form of a woman,
One who knelt down to hold me high
On who screamed in silence
To make me smile in crowd,
One who isolated my pain
As easily as supernatant from the pellet.

She, the one who held anger
To make me stand tall;
Odds were many holding sharp swords
Yet among all,
How easily you held the rain of arrows,
Though with pain, but with a wide smile.

Your absence haunts my heart,
The empty house, no more a home-
The messy books,
The unstable bed sheets
The unwashed glasses,
The dirty floors
How did you set everything in no time?

Your absence teaches me your strength,
The strength not only in your arms
But in your mind-
That helps to fight through the storm
To walk through the roads unknown-
Unlit and unclear.
Your absence teaches me,
How precious motherhood was for you-
That I was never a burden,
That I was always the star.
Whom you held with love and discipline,
Motherhood, the period of instilling you into me,
The period of making a child grow,
Along with growth of the self,
The period of teaching with learning,
The period that holds happy pain.



Trapped in an inquisitive mind,

That little by always rummaged for something to find.

To find a destination known to more,

Which they never knew would be that fun.

Mustering up all his courage he stood as high.

With no fear in his eyes and not a single sigh.

Covered up with all dust and dirt,

All muddy and filthy was his shirt.

Not even once did he care of being judged,

For the know did get to his destination,

Once he affirmed to give a plunge.

And so he did,

He patted his own back,

His own back for something power packed.

He then flanged from that cliff,

Down he flowed bearing all the pain and grief.

The pain did got him bruises,

Bruises that emanated from his journey.

The journey no doubt was full brought,

But his spirit was as tough.

Finally he fought all his adversities,

That directed him to make a name across the cities.

He came to be never known as a loser,

For his name was The River.

 Elina Singha
B.A. Second Semester, Regular



Being Without You
 Bikram Gayari
Fourth Semester, Education Dept.

I won't write poems about you,
And I won't think about you again.
When the perfect song sets the mood,
And I won't imagine you being here.
I like you seeing happy without me,
And I adore you seeing with someone else now.
It's not because you left me,
I had been waiting and even you don't looked back,
When I needed you the most.
The entire time I sought you around me,
But you were too far that I can't reach you.
I always remember the happiness you brought me,
That warm hugs when I feel sad,
And your smile that made my day.
I had always wanted to be with you,
Until I understood that you don't want it to be me,
Like the way, I want to be with you.
I'll never convince that you weren't worth it,
Because there was a moment you were everything.
That I needed.
I wish I could go a day without thinking of you,
I miss someone who isn't about mine to miss me.
I have gifted what I never imagined,
And that way I feel like loosing myself.
This is the time that I'm finding myself,
And realise I were yours but you weren't mine.
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When one door closes, another opens; but we often look so long
and so regretfully upon the closed door that we do not see the one
that has opened for us. –Alexander Graham Bell



Left Alone
 Junaid Borbhuyan

Fourth Semester, Economics Department

Once upon a time, in a city called cloud’s Rest, there lived a girl. She
was actually new to the city and hence, didn’t have many friends. Truthfully
though, She was quite lonely and the few friends she had were only in name.
Even in school, she spent most of her time alone, but, she was extremely
hardworking  and diligent. In a couple of months, she established herself as



a top student and more or less became a favorite of
the school's faculty. This might be the reason why she
wasn't exactly liked by her classmates.

One day, after her usual class, she decided to
go to the library to finish up some of her notes and
also being new to the city, she absolutely liked using
the school's library to its fullest.

However, this time was a bit different. As she
was rummaging through her notes, she felt unusually
drowsy and in a short while, she was unconscious
on one of the library's desks. It was alright though, a
hard working student like her deserves a situation
like that sometimes.

She finally woke up after what felt like hours
and her first instinct was to look at her watch. It was
fifty past ten in the night. She, understandably, started
panicking and immediately started making her way
to the library's front door, all the while thinking why
didn't anyone, even the librarian, come to check
for remaining students before closing up. Some-
body should have come to wake her. But, she also
started rationalizing about how big the library is and
she usually chooses a very secluded corner to study
and hence, nobody thought anyone would be there,
especially so late.

She reached the door, all the while her mind
was running through all these scenarios. As she
opened the door, she felt a chill throughout her spine,
and noticed something extremely odd. The entire hall
way was misty. She stared at the empty hall way for
what seemed like minutes. Regaining herself back,
she started walking down the hall way and she no-
ticed something else.

All the other rooms in that hall way were barred
with wooden planks. They were completely nailed
to them. Obviously, she was very confused and now

she started becoming scared as well.
Now, at the end of the hall way, there usually

was a flight of stairs leading down, but instead, she
found a brick wall and the hall way turned right in-
stead. She was terrified now, but somehow com-
posed herself to keep moving.

She walked and walked for what seemed like
ages and all the while, there was ….ambience to her
surrounding. She saw many barred doorways
through here as well, and finally reached a heavy set
iron door. She pushed it thinking it wouldn't budge
but to her surprise, it swung open quit easily. What
she saw terrified her even more. It was the library
again, but it ….. in an ominous reddish glow. She
ran to the front door of the library and went through
it, only to find herself in the same hall way. She made
the same journey all the way through and found her-
self in front of the same heavy set iron door.

She started crying, she didn't understand what
was happening and why it was happening to her.
Mustering all her courage, she made the journey a
dozen more times, but it was same coop again and
again, only planks on the barred door seemed to be
every time.

On her fourteenth try, she founded one of the
barred doors to be wide open. With nothing to lose,
she went straight in and saw something. It was in-
comprehensible to even describe. As she gazed into
its eyeless sockets, she tainted.

The librarian shook her awake and told her she
must have been asleep while studying she just stared
at the librarian and asked her about time. She re-
plied that it was ten minutes to four, around the clos-
ing time of the library. The girl didn't say anything
else or rather she was shocked to even think. She
just gathered her things and went home.

When I was 5 years old, my mother always told me that
happiness was the key to life. When I went to school, they
asked me what I wanted to be when I grew up. I wrote down
'happy'. They told me I didn't understand the assignment, and I
told them they didn't understand life."

–John Lennon



“This is too much, now I can’t hold on any
more." Anna shouted.

"But you have to. No other options, you know."
I said teasing her.

"You said they'll be home by 9:00 pm, where
are they?" she screamed.

"Its ….what I said. It's what they said." I re-
plied. It is not something new. She always screams at
me. Especially in …cases, first when she is angry and
second when she is frightened. Anna is my younger
sister. She is a ….and polite person to all except me!

My mom and dad are research scientists in a
laboratory of a university.

Now, they are out tonight and told us that, they'll
be back by nine. But guess what? There's no sign of
them till now. It's already 10.00 pm and that's not
all, besides my parents, there is no electricity too
due to heavy thunderstorm. And the worst is, I am
here, in my house all alone with my frustrated crea-
ture ….sister.

"She is very scared of darkness and thunders.
"I warned you. The more you read horror stuff, the
make stupid you become, see, you are pathetic now."

"stop giving life lessons. …..and bring me a glass
of water." She ordered.

I sat on my bed and said "Don't you see, I am

busy."
"Busy? Busy in what? "She crossed her arms

across her chest.
"….in sitting" I burst  out laughing.
"It's enough! I am not here to be a part of your

dumb jokes." She got up and went to kitchen her-
self.

"I thought she was afraid of darkness." I spoke
to myself.

Suddenly Anna screamed down in the living
room. I rushed there to see what happened.

"what happened?" I asked
Anna's mouth was wide open and her eyes were

filled with horror.
She painted towards our dad's working room.

I tried to see what is scaring her so much. I managed
to see a outline of a person in the darkness. Then a
sudden flash of lightering made it clear. My legs were
trembling. My eyes couldn't believe what they saw.
It was a person without feet. It was floating!

Then the figure fell down. We both clung to each
other and shouted "A-A-A-h-h-h!!"

All of a sudden the power came back. I switched
on the light to see the ghost. When the lights were on
both of our mouth were ….open as the thing that we
thought a ghost, was nothing but a raincoat.

The Spectre
of the RAINCOAT

 Hrishikesh Deka

Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future,
concentrate the mind on the present moment."

–Buddha



PART 1: Rain that day
The clouds growling all over the sky, the sun wasn't there any-

more and to be honest it was a good thing. The afternoon no longer
seemed scary, the scorching sun melted away between those clouds
silently. The little boy, well he wasn't little anymore, stepped out with
Aphonse, then he was laughing, he was shouting. For a moment, I
couldn't believe that was the same boy I knew since these nine years.
The wind grew stronger. His blonde long swirly hair were trying hard
to fly with the wind but the dust and dirt grown sticky, mixed with his
sweat wouldn't allow it. Then it started pouring down, all at once. It
wasn't a gradual shower that would let you run and take shelter; it was
one that was dense, the one that would drench you within, just from
the start. I could feel his happiness flowing through the gale, mixed
with the rain and spraying on me as I stood on the balcony. I could see
his eyes grew bigger, his blue eyes, were getting brighter as if they

Drenched in happiness
 Ronit Choudhury

Higher Secondary, Second Year (Science Stream)



were reflecting that distant light blue scraps of sky
that was still visible through the torn away blanket of
those dark Persian bluish black dark clouds, that was
highlighted by some purple lightning occasionally. His
dried skin was getting washed, the mud in his cracked
heels and his rough hands which were rendered hard
even to withstand the heat of burning coal got
washed. His hair got soaked, burdened with the
weight of water stoped flying by the wind. I could
see his white jute shirt, now turned almost black from
the stains of coal and red earth, was giving away
muddy water as it washed itself in the dense rain. It
was sticking and clinging to his body as if hugging
him. He was shouting, calling Alphonse over and over,
jumping and still laughing. When was it when he was
this happy?

PART 2: Drenched in Happiness
I was always jealous of him. He came from

no where and just took off my role but today what I
felt was not jealousy, I know it. When he was laugh-
ing for no reason, calling out my name for no reason,
I felt something pleasing and knew that I was happy
and how happy he was. May be growing up together
had made me understand him. When I first saw him,
I hated him, I hated him at first glance, I hated him so
much. He was this fair, blonde and blued eyed
Whiteman, although I was just seven back then but
those seven years taught me how to hate their creed
if not anything else. It was because of these of them
that I had to drop out of my school and work here at
the factory. It was because them that my father was
in jail and my mother was brutally murdered but now
that I look back I realize that I still managed to get
along with him and we became friends. I don't know
why he was here working with us. He worked only
during the afternoon and night and master was overly
careful to let him out. He spoke a completely differ-
ent language. It was hard for us to communicate but
master knew his language and could easily talk to
him. He always seemed a bit absent.When I looked
at his blue eyes. I always saw a deep sense of loss, I
could feel the dismay in them. He followed every
task thrown at him without a word back, he ate what
was given and workes only when he was told. He
was working and by pure mistake, he dropped his

shovel on the foot of a white supervisor one day.
The supervisor slammed him without even a thought.
That day I saw tremendous fear in those blue eyes
as if he has been harassed once. This fear that I saw
was hiding somewhere inside his cyan tinted eyes.
But today, as he jumped in the rain, laughing, those
blue eyes seemed genuine, they hid nothing. I could
see right through those sparkling sea like deep blue
pupils of his. Master let him enjoy today or else he
was always just in the factory and in his room. I al-
ways wondered why.? That fair skin wasn't that white
anymore, those blonde hair were just a mess now
and those blue eyes weren't terrified or lost anymore.
I watched as he drenched his soul with happiness,
he was pleased to the deepest of his senses. I don't
understand what was in the heavenly downpour that
day, but I was sure, I hadn't seen him that happy
ever before.

PART 3: Scraps of War
I put my bag on my head and ran as the drops

fell from the sky. I found myself running along with
others in the busy streets of Washington. No one
expected that sudden shower that day, the sun was
up until it started. While I was drying myself sitting in
the tram station, I remembered that day, may be ten
years ago when the rain drenched my soul, when I
first felt how it felt to get wet in the rain. It really was
something else when I rewind my thoughts how and
think about my life not so far past. Now working as
a lawyer, I feel it might be the easiest part of my life.
It is comfortable, now I have all needs checked but
even still, that day, the rain wasn't rain, it was some-
thing that I can't explain and I really miss those over-
whelming emotions that I experienced that day.

My name's Matthias Franz. Originally I'm a



German. I really don't call my life an easy one. I spent
most of my days in Morocco. I secretly attended a
"whites only school" in the day and I worked at the
factory during afternoon and night. I had never
worked that hard in my life before. My father was
also a lawyer who revolted against the inhumane kill-
ings of the Jews back in Germany. My mother was a
teacher and thanks to her, I had learned what was
going around the world at that time and how people
were being killed just because they didn't had these
blue eyes and blonde hair. I was only ten back then,
when one day my parents sent me on a tour with
Emerald, our maid. And that's it, I never came back
home again nor saw my parents again. I travelled
with Emerald for someday and after three weeks or
so she sold me to a Dutch man, who apparently had
a farm house in Morocco. So he needed men and
thus stepped into colonial Africa. He was a very ruth-
less person, I was beaten badly just for small mis-
takes. He spoke Dutch and German. Although, my
mother taught me English too, I couldn't understand
what he used to say. After few months of working
there , he suddenly left me in an orphanage in Mo-
rocco itself. This orphanage was run by an Indian
immigrant who also had a factory together, named
Parmeshwar Thakur. Later, when asked why I was
left like that, he said that the war was at its peak and
the last thing anyone wanted was a German slave.

The rain stopped. I started walking and
reached my apartment. I was living there ever since
I left Morocco and came here to the US for univer-
sity. I knocked and Onteino opened the door. He
had that same look of distrust and gratefulness as
always. I entered the room and immediately sat on
the table. I pulled out some paper and my fountain
pen, which was designed in brass led and I started
to write.

Dear Alphonse
Hey buddy, it's been a long time since I have

written. I hope everything is okay there.........
Onteino was standing behind me. He was an

abandoned black slave. I found him on the street
one week or so before. He was abandoned be-
cause he has a weak eye sight. When I saw him, I
saw a glance of Alphonse in him. He looked like
that sixteen-year-old Aphonse who jumped with me
in the rain, and that seventeen years old Alphonse
who cried so hard when I left and also that seven-
years-old Alphonse who looked at me with the
same distrust.

"Is something wrong? Or you have something
to say?" I asked Ontcino.

"I broke a cup, so I'm going to sleep I think I
don't get the dinner for that" he said with a little dis-
tortion in his voice.

"who said that ? A cup is just a cup" I said and
smiled looking back at him while biting the edge of
the fountain pen.

"why are you so nice to me ? I'm a slave, I'm
black. I'm not allowed to live with you whites he
exclaimed. I could sense a bit frustration in his voice.

"why am I so nice to you? Good question.
See Onteino, I was a kid, I was in an orphanage in
Morocco and master took me in even though I was
a German. When I asked him why he did this, he
said, "Vasudhaiva kutumbakam" which means the
whole world is our family and isn't it natural to be
nice with our family ?  Now go and get the dinner set
I'm a bit hungry you know!' I smiled and he smiled
back on me.

I turned back and continued writing the letter.

"..........while I was siting there I remem-
bered that day, when I first soaked in the rain,
Master always kept me hidden so that no one knew
that I was German. So it was hard for me to get
out and have fun. was really happy then, actu-
ally thinking back, that was one of the happiest
days of my life. I mis you all so much here. I hope
to hear from you soon
Your dear friend,
Franz
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Here's to the crazy ones, the misfits, the rebels, the
troublemakers, the round pegs in the square holes... the
ones who see things differently - they're not fond of rules
... You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or
vilify them, but the only thing you can't do is ignore them
because they change things .... They push the human race
forward, and while some may see them as the crazy
ones, we see genius ..."

–Steve Jobs
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Dr. Pankaj Barah is
currently working as  an
Assistant Professor
and DBT-
Ramalingaswami
Fellow at Tezpur
University, Assam. He is
one of the Young
Investigators selected
to attend Young
Investigator's Meeting
(YIM) 2020 in
Mahabalipuram. In this
interaction, he writes
about his journey from a
small village in Assam
to cutting-edge
genomics research
teams and then
returning to Assam to
begin an independent
research career. The
interview was taken by
Dr. Smritimala Sarmah.

1. Would you tell us a little about your child-
hood? How was the educational scenario
in your place?

Dr. Pankaj Barah: I grew up in a small village
called Borbali in the Lakhimpur District of Assam,
where I developed a deep love for nature. I attended
school in my village up to the 10th grade, which meant
walking for 5-6 kilometers through paddy fields ev-
ery day. Despite the long walk, I always stopped to
observe the beauty of insects, butterflies, birds, and
fish in the nearby stream. At that time, we didn't have
access to smartphones, internet, or cable TV, which
gave me ample free time to appreciate the wonders
of nature.

Although our village was remote, we had ex-
cellent facilities for education, cultural and literary ac-
tivities. The birthplace of Mohapurux Madhabdev, a
prominent Vaishnavite figure, was just 3 KM away
from my home, which imbued us with rich Vaishnavite
cultural heritage.In today's world, where technology
has become an integral part of our lives, it's essential
to take a step back and appreciate the natural world
around us.

2. What got you interested in biology?

Dr. Pankaj Barah: The tranquillity that sur-
rounded me nurtured my scientific curiosity from an
early age. I loved nothing more than spending time in
the nature, collecting wild fruits, taking pictures, and



collecting plants for my home garden. When I was
an 8th standard student, I took part in the National
Children Science Congress, which proved to be an
incredibly inspiring event for me. This experience
motivated me to pursue higher studies in the field of
science. As I grew older, my interest in nature only
intensified. I joined the senior researchers in their field
trips and wrote popular science articles in local news-
papers and magazines. I even visited schools and vil-
lages to organize awareness camps for nature con-
servation. It was clear to me that I had a tremendous
curiosity towards nature, which led me to choose bi-
ology as my major during my undergraduate studies.

As I grew older, I moved to the Lakhimpur
town (district head quarter) for my higher secondary
(10+2) studies, and eventually relocated to the city
of Guwahati for my undergraduate studies in the B.
Borooah College taking Zoology as major. It was a
significant change for me, as I transitioned from a
rural setting to a concrete jungle. However, my love
for nature remained constant, and I continued to
pursue my interests in biology and conservation. Al-
though adapting to the city posed its fair share of
challenges, I can't help but feel an overwhelming sense
of nostalgia and passion when I reflect on my time at
B. Borooah College. The vibrant atmosphere, com-
bined with the expert guidance and mentorship of
some truly respected teachers, and the amazing
friends I made along the way, all came together to
help me not just adapt, but thrive in this new envi-
ronment. Looking back on those days, I am filled
with a sense of deep appreciation for the experi-
ences and people that helped shape me into the per-
son I am today.

3. How did you end up in such an offbeat, un-
conventional and interesting career like
system biologist?

Dr. Pankaj Barah: Passionately driven by my
insatiable curiosity, I vividly remember my BSc days
at B. Borooah College, where I was constantly drawn
to the fascinating world of modern genome technolo-
gies. Fuelled by an unquenchable thirst for knowl-
edge, I eagerly immersed myself in various extracur-
ricular activities such as debating, quizzing, and writ-
ing articles in newspapers and magazines. It was

during this time that I stumbled upon the most capti-
vating subject I had ever come across at that time-
'genome technologies'. However, at that time, the op-
portunities to explore this field in my home state of
Assam were almost nonexistent.

Determined to follow my passion, I decided to
take the bold step of moving to the national capital
city of New Delhi immediately after my BSc final
year exams. I vividly recall the thrill and excitement I
felt during my month-long stay with one of my cous-
ins on the Indian Agricultural Research Institute
(IARI) campus in Pusa, New Delhi. It was here
that I got the opportunity to visit some of the most
advanced molecular biology laboratories in IARI
and Delhi University South Campus for the very
first time in my life. The experience was nothing
short of exhilarating and ignited within me a burning
desire to see myself working in such a cutting-edge
laboratory.

Fueled by my newfound passion for modern
biology, I made a life-changing decision to pursue a
master's degree in Bioinformatics at the University
of Madras. During my MSc, I received interdiscipli-
nary training in both molecular biology and compu-
tational biology. For my masters project, I had the
opportunity to work at two world-class institutes in
India - the National Centre for Biological Sciences
(NCBS) and Indian Institute of Science (IISc) in
Bengaluru, where I gained exposure to cutting-edge
research areas.

After completing my master's degree, I worked
in a software company and in two national research
laboratories in India for three years. I started as a
Junior Research Fellow (JRF) at the Bioinformatics
Centre, University of Pune, with a fellowship granted
by the Department of Biotechnology (DBT), Govt.
of India. Later, I moved to the Mathematical Mod-
elling and Computational Biology Group at the CSIR-
Center for Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB),
Hyderabad. I was successful in receiving a Senior
Research Fellowship (SRF) in trans-disciplinary ar-
eas from the Council of Scientific and Industrial Re-
search, Government of India. At CCMB Hyderabad,
I received unconventional training on how to use com-
puters and mathematical models to understand the



complexity of biological systems. This was my first
step into the exciting and unconventional area of sys-
tems biology.The field of systems biology was rap-
idly evolving, and I received an offer from Norwe-
gian University of Science & Technology to join as a
PhD fellow in an exciting systems biology project,
which was being conducted collaboratively at sev-
eral universities in Europe.I've had the opportunity
to receive training at several highly-regarded insti-
tutes across Europe, including the Sanger Institute
and John Innes Centre in the UK, as well as insti-
tutes in Norway, Denmark, Netherlands, Italy, Bel-
gium, Austria, Portugal, Germany, and France

Looking back on those days, I realize that the
single decision to pursue a master's degree in
Bioinformatics set me on a path towards fulfilling my
dream of becoming a trailblazer in the newly evolving
field of genome technologies and systems biology.

4. Please tell us about your research work.

Dr. Pankaj Barah: Systems biology is a sci-
entific field that seeks to understand complex bio-
logical systems by examining the ways in which their
various components work together. This discipline
draws upon multiple areas of biology, such as genet-
ics, biochemistry, and physiology, and integrates them
with mathematics and computer science to develop a
comprehensive understanding of how living organisms
function.

In my research group, we are investigating how
certain cancers become resistant to therapy and de-
velop into high-grade tumors. Additionally, we are
studying why certain diseases occur more frequently
in particular populations or regions such as North
East India. To accomplish these goals, we employ
cutting-edge genome sequencing technologies, mo-
lecular biology, and machine learning techniques. We
are collaborating with clinicians from Dr.
Bhubaneswar a Borooah Cancer Institute (BBCI),
Guwahati, Assam Medical College Hospital
Dibrugarh, Swagat Super Specialty Surgical Insti-
tute Guwahati, and Gauhati Medical College for fur-
ther research.

In another research project, we are examining
how rice plants adapt and evolve in response to

changing climatic conditions. To accomplish this, we
collaborate with scientists from Assam Agricultural
University Jorhat.

5. You have spent a few years in Norway for
research. Please let us know about your
experience.

Dr. Pankaj Barah: Norway is a stunning
country, blessed with awe-inspiring natural landscapes
and magnificent architectural wonders. The pictur-
esque vistas and breath-taking scenery are sure to
leave anyone spellbound.

One of the most remarkable things about Nor-
way is the way the state takes care of its citizens.
The country offers free education, almost free
healthcare, and has several laws that ensure equal-
ity, long maternity leave, and paid sick days for all
workers. The welfare benefits provided by the gov-
ernment are also commendable, though some argue
that they are too generous. Another noteworthy as-
pect of Norway is the relatively smaller pay gap be-
tween different segments of society compared to
most other countries. Additionally, while taxes may
be higher, wages are also quite good, making it a
great place to live and work. Overall, Norway is a
shining example of a country that prioritizes the well-
being of its people and takes meaningful steps to cre-
ate a more just and equitable society for all.

6. What are the differences of their educa-
tion system and India's education system?

Dr. Pankaj Barah: The Indian curriculum was
often focused on theoretical knowledge and rote
learning, while the Norwegian system emphasizes
more practical and hands-on learning.The teaching
style in India is often more traditional and teacher-
centered, while the Norwegian system is more stu-
dent-centered and emphasizes collaboration and
project-based learning.

7. India is quite lagging in original/innovative
research, both in quality and quantity. Num-
ber of researchers in India against per mil-
lion is 10-50 times lower than countries like
Japan, China, Norway. What according to
you is the reason for lagging  and why only
few people are interested in this?



Dr. Pankaj Barah: India has made significant
strides in research and development in recent years,
but it is true that the country still lags behind in origi-
nal/innovative research, both in terms of quality and
quantity. There are several complex factors that con-
tribute to this situation, including limited funding, lack
of access to advanced technology and equipment,
and bureaucratic hurdles. Additionally, the educa-
tion system in India has historically placed more
emphasis on rote learning and memorization, which
can discourage critical thinking and creativity. How-
ever, the Indian government, academia, and industry
are actively working to address these challenges and
promote research and innovation in the country.
There have been several initiatives to increase fund-
ing for research, develop infrastructure, and encour-
age collaboration between academia and industry.
Additionally, there is a growing recognition of the
importance of promoting a culture of innovation and
entrepreneurship in India. While progress may be
slow, India remains committed to building a strong
research and development ecosystem and making
significant contributions to the global scientific com-
munity.

8. You have achieved lot of success in aca-
demics and research. Would you please
elaborate about your working style?

Dr. Pankaj Barah: Thank you for your kind
words about my achievements in academics and re-
search. While I have had some successes, I attribute
much of my progress to the support and guidance of
my mentors, colleagues, and the academic commu-
nity. As for my working style, I try to maintain a strong
work ethic, stay organized and focused, and con-
tinuously learn and improve through constructive
feedback and reflection. I also believe in collaborat-
ing with others, leveraging diverse perspectives and
expertise, and maintaining open and clear communi-
cation to achieve shared goals. However, I am al-
ways aware that there is more to learn and room for
improvement, and I strive to approach my work with
humility and a growth mindset.

9. Share about your recognitions, awards and
achievements.

Dr. Pankaj Barah: Although it may seem
boastful to talk about my accomplishments, I hope
that sharing my experiences can encourage other
young researchers. I have been fortunate enough to
receive recognition for my work in the form of eight
national and eleven international awards and fellow-
ships in the field of scientific research, including ones
from respected organizations such as the Govern-
ment of India, European Union, and Welcome Trust
(UK).

10. What are your future plans?

Dr. Pankaj Barah: I am eager to embrace new
challenges and take on greater responsibilities in or-
der to make meaningful contributions towards the
betterment of society. I am passionate about using
my skills and knowledge to make a positive impact
and help create a better world.

11. What is the future of Indian science?

Dr. Pankaj Barah: The future of Indian sci-
ence looks promising with several initiatives and
investments made by the government to promote
research and development in various fields. India
has a vast pool of talented young scientists and
researchers, and with increased funding and in-
frastructure, the country can make significant
progress in science and technology. The focus on
interdisciplinary research, emerging technologies,
and collaborations with international institutions will
further contribute to the growth of Indian science
in the future. However, there is a need to address
some challenges such as inadequate funding, lack
of infrastructure, and brain drain, to ensure sus-
tained growth and development of Indian science.

12. Will you please share some memories as a
Bibian?

Dr. Pankaj Barah: I served as a committee
member for BIBIAN, and played a crucial role in
the publication of our magazine. Countless sleepless
nights were spent at the press, working tirelessly to
ensure that every detail was perfect. The experience
was challenging, but also incredibly rewarding. Ad-
ditionally, I was highly involved in extracurricular
activities during my college years and had the honor
of representing my institution on multiple occasions.



Winning the title of best debater and best team at the
42nd Bhola Barooah North East level debate com-
petition will forever be one of my most cherished
moments.

13. I have heard that you wrote a fiction story
in Bibian about your dream to work with
double Nobel-prizewinning genomics pio-
neer Frederick Sangerand that dream
came true. Please share your experience
about that.

Dr. Pankaj Barah: During my undergradu-
ate studies from 2000 to 2003, I avidly followed
the developments in genome technologies through
local newspapers since internet access was not yet
widely available at that time. I was particularly ex-
cited when the first draft of the Human Genome
was published. So much so that I even authored a
science fiction story for our college magazine
'BIBIAN'. I imagined working with Fred Sanger,
the pioneering biochemist and geneticist. Fast for-
ward to 2010, and it was surreal to find myself
meeting Sanger in person at the Wellcome Ge-
nome Campus in Hinxton, UK, during an advanced
training course at the Sanger Institute. To top it
off, I even had the honor of having dinner with
him to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the first
draft of the human genome publication. It felt like
a dream come true for a boy like me who came
from a small, underdeveloped village in Assam.
This experience taught me that nothing is impos-
sible in life, and that if you can dream it, you can
achieve it.

14. What do you do in your free time? Do you
watch movies? What is your hobby?

Dr. Pankaj Barah: My hobbies tend to evolve
and change as I grow older. At present, I enjoy read-
ing books, engaging with younger people and friends
on social media, cooking tasty dishes, exploring new
places through travel, taking leisurely strolls while lis-
tening to music, nurturing my small vegetable gar-
den, and spending time with my children. While I
don't frequently watch movies, I do like to watch
them occasionally. Additionally, I am presently learn-
ing to play the traditional musical instrument 'Buffalo
Horn Pipe' 

15. What is your advice to the younger gen-
eration and to the society as a whole?

Dr. Pankaj Barah: Developing a strong foun-
dation of knowledge and skills can lead to opportu-
nities and success in various fields. Additionally, it's
important to cultivate empathy, kindness, and open-
mindedness to contribute positively to society as a
whole. Engaging in volunteer work or supporting
community initiatives can also have a positive impact
on the world around us. Ultimately, it's important to
strive for personal growth while also striving to make
a positive impact in the world. My advice to the
younger generation is to take the time to disconnect
from technology and reconnect with nature. Let's cher-
ish and protect the beautiful world that we live in.

Thank you Dr. Pankaj Borah for giving your
valuable time. B. Borooah College fraternity is proud
of you.

Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life --
think of it, dream of it, live on that idea. Let the
brain, muscles, nerves, every part of your body be
full of that idea, and just leave every other idea
alone. This is the way to success."

–Swami Vivekananda

When we strive to become better than we are,
everything around us becomes better too."

–Paulo Coelho
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Assam, known as the ‘Gateway of the North-
east’ is the meeting ground of diverse ethnic groups.
The culture of Assam is a blend of tradition, lifestyle,
faith, belief and religions of the different communities
living in Assam. With this edition of wall magazine
we have tried to showcase the fusion of chemistry
with our Assamese culture. As modern science has
gone too far while making an effort to explain the
inner workings of the world around us, this is a humble
attempt to remember and refurbish the contributions
of our culture to the understanding of nature as well
as our society.
1. RANG GHAR:

Rang Ghar is said to be the oldest
amphitheatre in the whole of Asia and an unavoid-
able element of sculpture in Assamese culture. The
Ahoms, who used a paste of rice and eggs as morter
instead of cement. Later studies found that rice husk
ash contains amorphous silica which is confirmed by
powder XRD. The advantages of egg shell are as-
sociated with the high Calcium content and good fill-
ing effect.
2. XORAI:

The xorai is manufactured from bell metal and
brass. Brass is an alloy primarily made from copper
and zinc. Basic modern brass is 67% of copper but
it may range from 55% to 95% by weight and 33%
zinc but ranging from 45% to 5% by weight. It is
used to keep holy books.
3. MUGA SILK:

Assam is famous for world’s strongest natural
protein yarn, muga silk. The fibre is produced by the
muga silkworm. Silk consists of two protein fibres-
fibroin and sericin. Fibroin is made up of amino ac-

ids (Gly-Ser-Gly-Ala-Gly-Ala) and forms - pleated
sheets and also forming hydrogen bonds between
chains and side chains. The high proportion of Gly
present allows tight packing.

4. TEA :
Scientific Name: Camellia sinensis

Tea, one of the most widely consumed bever-
ages in the world is rich in catechins, phenolic acids,
flavanols, etc, contributing to variety of health ben-
efits including anticancer, anti-diabetic properties.
Caffeine is the major alkaloid present in tea improv-
ing alertness and astimulate metabolism. In India re-
search is done on tea at the Tocklai Tea Research
Institue, which was founded in the year 1911 on
the Southeast edge of Jorhat.

5. BOTA :
The bota is used to offer betel nut and is made

up mainly of bell metal, which is an alloy of copper
and tin consisting of 78% copper and 22% tin by
mass.

CHEMISTRY
In Assamese Culture



6. HOLLONG TREE :
Scientific Name: Dipterocarpus retusus

(Hollong) the state tree of Assam has been tradition-
ally used as a source of dammar, resin, nuts and cam-
phor. Many chemicals such as vaticanol A, scopoletin,
humulene, vaticanol A, scopoletin, humulence,
borgenin etc. are isolated from the bark, which pos-
sess the property of resin. It is also reported that p
Dipterocarpus have many bioactive properties in-
cluding anti-bacterial, antioxidant, cytotoxic, anti-
inflam filarial activities.

7. MAHI INK :
Mahi, a unique herbal ink prepared with cow

urine as extractant had deep and fast colour due to
its resistance to aerial oxidation and fungi. The ma-
jor phytochemical constituents present are flavonoids,
tannins and phenolic acids (neutralized by ammo-
nia). A small amount of iron leads to the formation of
an iron-polyphenol complex intensifying the colour
of the ink which was used for manuscript writing.
8. JETUKA:

Jetuka has a important role is Assamese cul-
ture. Leaves of jetuka contains lawsone (2-hydroxy-
1,4-naphthoquinone), also known as hennatannic
acid. Lawsone reacts chemically with keratin in skin
and hair via Michael addition, resulting in strong
permanent stain. Lawsonia inermis also contains phe-
nolic compounds and others. Application of Jetuka
leaves over the skin can cure inflammation and helps
in blood purification.

9. KOLPAT: (Leaves of banana plant)
Kolpat contains large amount of polyphenols

that are natural antioxidants. Food served on kolpat
absotbs the polyphenols preventing many diseases.

10. Food Items:
JOHA RICE:

Joha rice is a short grained rice. The chemical
constituents are proteins, phenolic compounds, fla-
vonoids, carbohydrates. It also has a high level of
acetyl and pyrroline giving it a sweet aroma.

MATIMAHOR DALI:
Black gram, also known as matimahor dali in

Assam holds a high protein value. It is rich in potas-
sium, calcium, iron, niacin, thiamine and riboflavin.
OMITA KHAR: (Alkaly made from papaya
leaves)

The chemical constituents of omita khar are
as follows: Sodium, iron, potassium, alkalinity (2944
mg/lit). It cleanses stomach and cures gastric prob-
lems.

DOI: (curd)
Doi is taken up after a heavy meal. It is rich in

calcium, phosphorous, potassium, magnesium and
sodium and it is a significant source of Vitamin B12.
It helps in digestion and improves immunity.

KAJI NEMU: (Assam lemon)
Kaji Nemu is the first lemon to get GI tag. It is

sour in taste because of the citric acid present in it.
The essential oil of kaji nemu is rich in D-limonene,
- pinene, - terpinene. It is useful in the cosmetics
and pharmaceutical industry.

KHARISA: Dried firmented
Kharisa are widely researched for their phy-

tosterols having high amount of fibre, having anti-
carcinogenic activity. They are highly enriched with
carbon, nitrogen elements.



11. KOLAKHAR: (Alkali made from banana
leaves)

Kolakhar, a traditional food popular amongst
the different communities in Assam is derived from
banana plants. It is quite rich in alkalinity mainly due
to potassium, sodium, carbonate and chloride etc.
and hence used as an antacid. It is also an excellent
renewable source of potassium carbonate for com-
mercial exploitation. According to researchers
kolakhar contains significant amounts of vanadium
and zinc and trace amounts of aluminium and iron
and overall effect of the chemicals is responsible for
its pharmacological effects.

12. TAMOL PAN:
Both betel nut and betel leaves are the major

delicacies of Assam. A variety of chemicals have been
identified from both of them such as alkaloids
(Arecoline), tannins, triterpenoids, fatty acids, min-
erals (including aluminium and iron), chavicol, etc.
Tannin is the major component which makes betel
nut bitter. Triterpenoids such as isotic acid and its
derivatives are also found. Lauric and nutmeg acids
are the major fatty acids present in the nut. The
chavicol is a type of phenol found in the leaf having
antiseptic properties.

13. BHEDAILOTA:
Scientific name: Paederia foetida

This medicinal plant contains sulfur com-
pounds, including largely dimethyl disulphide. It is
used to cure gastrointestinal problems like diarrhea,
chronic dysentery, dyspepsia.

14. MASUNDARI:
Scientific name: Houttuynia cordata

Masundari is a medicinal plant which is a rich
source of amino acid, vitamins, potassium, zinc, iron,
copper and manganese. It has anti-viral, anti-bacte-
rial and anti-inflammatory properties.

15. MANIMUNI:
Scientific name: Centella asiatica

Manimuni has been used as medicinal herb for
centuries. It comprises of pentacyclic triterpenoids
including asiaticoside, brahmoside, asiatic acid and

brahmic acid. It is said to cure stomach ailments such
as diarrhea and dysentery.

Contributions:
RANG GHAR: Bhargav Pratim Gogoi, B.Sc. 4th

Semester, Chemistry Department
XORAI: Antarip Lahkar, Raaz Barman,

B.Sc. 4th Semester, Chemistry
Department

MUGA SILK: Nisha Das, B.Sc. 4th Semester,
Chemistry Department

TEA: Nikhil Bharali, Simantadeep Das,
B.Sc. 4th Semester, Chemistry
Department

BOTA: Bhargab Deka, Banajit Medhi,
B.Sc. 4th Semester, Chemistry
Department

HOLLONG TREE: Hirak Jyoti Kalita, Madhurjya
Barman, B.Sc. 4th Semester,
Chemistry Department

MAHI INK: Parismita Nath, B.Sc. 4th Semes-
ter, Chemistry Department

JETUKA: Mayuram Madhurjya Barman,
Kaustav Moni Barman, B.Sc. 4th

Semester, Chemistry Department
KOLPAT: Jeet Jyoti Mahanta, B.Sc. 2nd

Semester, Chemistry Department
FOOD ITEMS: Bishnu Jyoti Kashyap, Raqtav

Neel Kalita, B.Sc. 4th Semester,
Chemistry Department

KOLA KHAR: Ankurima Kakati, B.Sc. 2nd Se-
mester, Chemistry Department

TAMUL PAN: Abinash Sharma, Nikita Tahu,
B.Sc. 4th Semester, Chemistry
Department

BHEDAILOTA, MASUNDARI, MANIMUNI
: Birlong Phangcho, B.Sc. 4th Se-
mester, Chemistry Department

(From Iluminacion Chemistry Department)



Just as the sound of cuckoo heralded the ar-
rival of Spring 2023, the announcement of the Col-
lege Week signalled the time to revamp the wall
magazines in the campus. There began the English
Department's preparations to fill 'Ripples' with new
colours and thoughts. We embarked on a voyage of
calendars through space and time by Mapping Time,
the theme of our wall magazine. It traces the devel-
opment of calendars by various civilisations at dif-
ferent points in time. This way of evaluating time and
dividing it into segments like years, days, hours and
so on are a significant marker of how advanced the
ancient people were, and how they understood the
importance of various elements and phenomena of
nature and culture.Coupled with some fun facts, the
Ripples team wrote about six calendars in the wall
magazine. They were: Egyptian, Mayan used by the
Maya civilisation, Saka from the Indian Subconti-
nent, Roman, Chinese, and Islamic.

The Egyptian Calendar is the oldest one out
of these, it started its 6263rd year on 11thSeptember,
2021. It has two systems, lunar and solar, with the
former being the first developed. The civil calendar
is divided into three seasons, still relevant for agri-
cultural predictions. In addition to that they have a
religious calendar based on the lunar cycle. The
Mayan Calendar dates back to at least the 5th cen-
tury BCE. It has three corresponding calendars used
simultaneously: the Long Count, the Tzolkin, and the
Haab. It is still in use in some Mayan communities.
The Saka Samvat, a solar calendar, is a national iden-
tity of India. The origins of this calendar are debated

upon, as there is a difference of opinions between
historians regarding who started the Saka Era. How-
ever, it is used in the State alongside the Gregorian
Calendar, and is generally 78 years behind the latter.
The Roman Calendar originally consisted of 10
months and based on the lunar cycle. It went through
many reforms over time according to political inter-
ests of various people. The current calendar's months
September, October, November, and December are
names derived from this ancient calendar. The Chi-
nese Calendar is around 4700 years old and follows
a lunisolar system. It operates on a 60 year cycle,
with zodiac cycle also changing in every 60 years. It
is a significant marker of Chinese holidays. The Is-
lamic Calendar dates back to 622 CE, the year of
Hijra. It was initially primarily used for religious pur-
poses, and is still relevant to determine days of festi-
vals. It has 12 months, each beginning with the sight-
ing of a new moon. As it is not synchronised with the
solar year, the months of an Islamic Calendar do not
correspond with the seasons, making it unique.

The research involved in writing about all these
calendars was enlightening as well as interesting. As
literature scholars, this voyage through calendars oas
a treat, and making it come to life with art related to
the calendars' origins and usage was a joyful cre-
ative endeavour. We believe that reading these write-
ups would tingle one's mind to dive deep into this
concept of measuring time and enhance our knowl-
edge and appreciation for what mankind has done.

(From 'Ripples' English Department)

Mapping Time
 Bismita Rabha

Fourth Semester, Dept. of English



Russo-Ukranian War
 Tonmoy Kalita

Second Semester, Department of Statistics

Russia-Ukraine war is a major conflict we have witnessed from Febuary,
2022. Russia is invaded in Ukraine and it has become the most significant conveational
attack on a country that caused a huge economic crisis of the whole world. Con-
flict occurs when disagreement arise between groups, communities and countries,
where there is a risk to their needs, interests etc. This is a condition in which
people receive a threat such as physical, emotional, political and so on. War frenzy
is traditional, if a spark is raised, thousands of winds are presented to blow it,
ever when there is only war between two nations, the whole world sits into two
parts and supports one side.

Russia Ukraine war has a major impact in India. In this whole conflict situa-
tion India has taken a neutral position, because choosing a side is a loss-loss situa-
tion for India. Russia has been a big term alley to India, 86% of our weapons come
from Russia. Another side is US with whom we have just started developing friendly
ties. We are making new alliances through QUAD. Russia is the largest producer of
crude oil too. Due to war there will be sanctions in Russia and the prices of fuel will
increase. Hence we will have to use fuel wisely. Rise in fuel price means rise in
flation, transportation will be costly and stock market will be volatile for some mo-
ments. Crypto will be impacted as well. It does not matter who wins but we don't
want to suffer from such external wars. Whatever be the cause of war, but the result
is always the same, thousands of wars are known to push a nation back.

(From 'Statisticia', Statistics Department)



What is Tek?
 Gunjan Baishya

Second Semester, Geography Department

Traditional Ecological knowledge also known
as Tek refers to the accumulated wisdom, practices
and beliefs of integenious and local communities about
invertment and natured resourds. This knowledge is
passed down through generations. Tek is deeply
ended and rooted in the cultreral, spiritual and social
fabrics of indigenous people. It encompasses a ho-
listic of understanding if the interconnectedness of all
living beings and their ecosystems, and is based on
careful observation, experimentation and adoptions
to local experiment over time. This knowledge in-
cludes the relations his between people, plants, ani-

mals, natural phenomena, landscapes and timings of
events for activities such as hunting, agriculture, for-
estry, fishing etc. These are certain knowledge ac-
quired by indigenous and local people over hundred
or thousands of years.

"Ramdeo mishra" (1908-1998) is consid-
ered the father of Indian Ecology. because he had
contributed remarkably in the field of ecology in
respect of Indian context. He laid a strong founda-
tion in India. He helped in shaping Ecology as well
as for Research in traditional department in India.

(From Borluit Geography Dept.)

Development of  Physics
 Nipam Chakrabarty

Fourth Semester, Dept. of  Physics

The development of physics can be tracked
back to the ancient philosophers around the world,
remarkably from ancient Greece, trying to explain
the natural world through a logical and philosophi-
cal point of view contrary to that time's mythological
view. This era starting with the cataloging the ob-
jects in the sky and trying to figure the building
clocks of matter. Physics would grow in significantly
in the classical era with names like Galileo, New-
ton contributing to the development of classical me-
chanics describing motion and the laws governing
them. Arguably the most influential physicist of all
time, Newton would came up with the description
of a natural force attracting two masses across

space, known as the gravitational force. Physicists
like Huygens, Young would contribute to the use of
description of light. Another field this era would see
significant progress would be electromagnetism,
with crediting various names around the time, sig-
nificantly, Farad, Maxwell. Contributing to the de-
velopment of  Maxwell's equations which would
be just four equations describing all classical elec-
tromagnetism. With the names like Heisenberg,
Dirac, De Broglie, Schrodinger, Bohr, Feynman
leading quantum mechanics to development of theo-
ries like standard model of elementary particles, de-
scribing probalestic universe with the highest pre-
cision. 

(From Novae Dept. of Physics)



Co-Curricular acrivities Provided in the Sattras
 Thainaz Meen

Fourth Semester, Dept. of Education

Cryptocurrency
 Tapan Ghimire

Second Semster Dept. of  Business Administration

Cryptocurrencies are the first alternative to the
traditional banking system and have powerful ad-
vantages over the previous payment methods and
traditional classes of assets.

* They car be used to buy goods and services
or held as a part of an investment strategy, but they
can't be manipualted by any central authority simply
because there isn't one.

* Digital currencies provide equality of op-
portunity regardless of where you were born or where
you live.

* Cryptocurrencies create unique opportuni-
ties for expanding people's economic freedom around
the world.

* As part of a border investment strategy,

crypto can be approached in a wide variety of ways.
*  At its core, cryptocurrency is typically de-

centralized digital money designed to be used over
the internet. Bitcoin, which launched in 2008, was
the first cryptocurrency and it remains by far the big-
gest, most influential and best-known. In the decade
since bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies like
Ethcreum have grown as digital alternatives to money
issued by governments. Crypto makes it possible to
transfer value online and without the need of a middle-
man like a bank or payment processor, allowing value
to transfer globally. They are usually not issued or
controlled by any government or central authority.

(From B-Planet, Dept. of Business Ad-
ministration)

Satriya or Sattrya Nritya is a major Indian clas-
sical dance. This dance was initially created as a part
of Bhoona which are performances of the 'Ankiya
Nat', one act plays originally written by Shankardeva.
These dances are part of the living tradition today of
Sattras. These dances were developed to accom-
pany performances of plays used for religious teach-
ings. Awakening Bhakti (devotion) in the minds of
the audience remains the predominant goal of the
performance. Shankardeva created the Sattriya
Dance form by combiniing components from many
treatises, local tradition dance and his unique per-
spective. The Sattras have nurtured and preserved

this dance form for generations.
Khol is one of the most famous instrument used

in the time of Shankardeva. He himself innovated it
back in 1468AD, at the enacting his first play 'Cinna
Yatra'. The Khol is a terracotta two-sided, drum,
the right fach of the drum has pitech a high pitech
and produces a metallic sound  whereas the left face,
produces a lower bass sound. According to Neo-
Vaishnavites of Assam, playing the Khol is regarded
as a holy acivity. Furthermore, it is also a instrument
that accompanies a Sattriya performance.

(From Taranga Dept. of Education)







Hedonism and Kant
 Dipanjalee Bhattacharjee

Fourth Semester, Philosophy Deptartment

Hedonists and Kantians indeed stand in opposition to one
another, but they both share a common interest what is good for
human beings. The Hedonists believes that happiness comes from
pursuing what pleases there. While Kantians believe joy can be
found through living a moral life Kant’s hedonist view of human
motivation is integral to his metaphysics of morals. It can therefore
be said that his hedonic perspective is indeed presupposed by
his hedonistic view of all human choices outside morality.

(From Wisdom, Philosophy Dept.)



The departments of B.Borooah Col-
lege regularly publish departmental student
edited magazines. The report of few depart-
ments are described below:
1. Chemical Axis

The Volume 21 of annual magazine of
the Department of Chemistry "The Chemical
Axis" was published in the month of Febru-
ary, 2023. The student editors of the annual
magazine were De and SubhankarSaha. The
Guest Editor was Mausam Kalita. The ar-
ticle on CRISPR- Cas: The Cutting Edge of
DNA Editing puts light on the therapeutic in-
terventions  and RNA -programmed genome.
2. Sophia

The 8th issue of annual magazine of the
Department of Philosophy " SOPHIA" was
published in the year 2022 under the guid-
ance of Mr. Ganesh Dao. The student edi-
tors were Drishika Deka and Udipta Ranjan
Sharma. The cover page was designed by
Arpan Saikia. The prominent articles that
were published- Plato's Theory of Knowl-
edge, Hume's Skeptical doubt relating to
causal thinking, Deep Ecology: A Compre-
hensive study and Glimpse on Genocide.
3. Tycoon

The Volume II of annual magazine of
the Department of BBA &BScIT" TY-
COON" was published in the year 2021 un-
der the guidance of Ms. Debolina Dutta. The
student editors were Jugal Dutta and
RhishikeshHandique. The cover page was de-
signed by Subhabrata Paul and Nikita

Medhi.The prominent articles that were pub-
lished- Epidemic disease (COVID 19), The
impact of social media on youth, Elections in
India , Farm Bills and its related protests.
4. Nebulae
The Volume 13 of annual magazine of the De-
partment of Physics " NEBULA" was pub-
lished in the year 2021-2022 under the guid-
ance of  Dr. Smritimala Sarmah. The  student
editors were Atikur Rahman, Bhargav Kalita
and Bhaswati Bharadwaj. The prominent ar-
ticles were- Tokamak Reactors: The Future
now, Dark energy and Dark matter, Quan-
tum computers, Humans and Artificial Intelli-
gence.
5. Trapezium:

The Volume IX of annual magazine of
the Department of Mathematics "TRAPE-
ZIUM" was published in the year 2021-2022
under the guidance of Dr.Nijara Koch. The
student editors were Sahidul Islam and
Bhabana Sharma. The cover page was de-
signed by Shasangka Kumar Sarma. The
prominent articles were The Mystery of 3,6,9
Number: A fascinating Exploration, Cryptog-
raphy, Women in Mathematics, 3D shapes,
Mathematics in Brief.
6. Alok

The Volume XIV of annual magazine
of the Department of Assamese "Alok" was
published in the July, 2021 under the editorial
ship of Dr. Birinchi Kumar Kalita.  This is a
reacher journal. Articles were mainly based on
language, literature and cultural issues.

Through departmental
windows….

Editorial Board, Bibian
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“ The best way to find yourself is to lose
yourself in the service of others’’

–Mahatma Gandhi

I would like to begin my sentence by
introducing myself  Kaustav Mahanta, Department
of Economics from Sootea, Biswanath. I was elected
as the Vice-President of B Borooah College
Students’ Union 2021-22.

As for COVID -19 disease, election was
postponed till February 2022 from October 2021.
We all the members of BBC student’s union got little
time to work for the wishes of every Bibian. With
the little time we got, we have tried our best to work
for students welfare.

The election was held on 19th Feb ,2022 and
with a huge support from friends, super seniors and
majority of my juniors and beloved ones , I was able
to win the seat for the very reputed post Vice
President of the prestigious B. Borooah College. In
my tenure of VP at BBCSU, I gave my best efforts
at different activities. I tried most of time to solve the
problems faced by the college students. During my
tenure along with my other union members we
organised college week 2022. I also tried to help
my fellow union members with their works. In my
tenure of VP, one of the major problem faced by the
students were their semester results ,there was a major
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difference in grade allotment so I and some other
union members from different college of Guwahati
took step and discussed the problems with controller
of Gauhati University and solved the issue.

At the end I would like to thank all my
respective teachers, juniors and friends who support
me ,thanks to my friends from different departments
Himan , Hirak , Angarag, Ayon, Dipam, Himangshu
, Chinmoy, Bhaskar, Sidharth, Piyanku, kashyap,
Nirzu, Prabal, Bhavna, Gergee , Kiran, Bijit da ,
Avtar da , Subhro da , Jyotisman da, Subham da,
Madhu. Specially, I would like to thanks Principal
sir , Nizan sir, Manabendra sir , Diganta sir ,Vice
principal Sumanta Borthakur sir and my brother
Chandeep. During my tenure , if I have done any
mistake then please forgive me. I hope my little helps
worked best for the students. Although now I am
being called a pass out student of BBC, I am and I
will try to do best for the students and will be attending
the upcoming college events whenever possible.

Long Live B. Borooah College
Long Live B. Borooah College Students’ Union

Thank You

Kaustav Mahanta
Vice President

B. Borooah College Students' Union



Inspiration doesnt exist, but it must find you
working.

First of all, I would like to introduce myself as
Jondip Pathak, Department of Botany, from
Japorigog Krisnanagar. I was elected as the General
Secretary of  B.Borooah College Students' Union
2021-22.

I joined my BSc in 2020 during the time of
November but I had already completed my HS from
this college so it was not much of a new to me. Since
my HS days I have been much involved with the
previous students' union members and was fully dedi-
cated in serving the college in best possible way. Since
then,I had this ambition if someday I could contest
the general elections and by grace of God and with
love from all the fellow students I could serve the
college alongwith the faculty members in the upcom-
ing days. And that day was not long waited, although
due to covid issues the elections were postponed to
February 2022 and in my 3rd Sem days I finally lived
my dream and it took the best out of me to become
the General Secretary of the session 2021-22.

Few days after the election, oath taking cer-
emony was held and we all the 16 members took
prime oath of serving our beloved BBC. A union room
was allotted to us for taking important decisions and
discussions regarding college matters. The very be-
ginning was showered by the "Bhogali Bihu" which
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was my very first programme in my tenure and we
arranged it so well in the college field , there were
bihu performances , felicitation of our beloved prin-
cipal sir , performances from our teachers and at last
we all danced. Next came the college week and it
was one of the most hectic one , I had the responsi-
bilities for the cultural rally and trophies, medals etc .
But despite against all odds we did it great alongside
me and our President Biswajit Sarma. The rally was
hosted by honourable cabinet minister Jayanta Malla
Baruah and folllowing that there were volleyball,
dancing, singing , debate , quiz going on . The event
was scheduled for 6-7 days . Cricket and football
was well arranged by the respective secretaries and
during the time lapse of 23rd - 28th May the event
was completed with the final day ending with cul-
tural night accompanied by AchurjyaBorpatro and
DipanitaDeka . Then came our summer vaccation
and the admission of new batches were going on
that time. Being a GS its really hard to maintain eth-
ics and discipline during these times . There were
cases where secretaries were compelled to suspen-
sion because of certain misdeeds . Anyways the
vaccation went really welli was able to help a lot of
people relieving of their misery as there are always
lot of expectations of students to study in a well and
good institute. Immediately after vaccation there were
a string of events like Rabha  Divas, Teachers Day



etc . Then came the month of september the festive month, and everything
was aligned to this month the foundation day, The most respected Bhola
Borooah Debate that is held every year and the most awaited General
Freshers. The debate was one the most troubled one and the debate secre-
tary Priyansha Mallick my colleague, we had no idea literally what to do what
to not. We invited all colleges and mailed some of them and it was the highest
recorded perfeomance that year of over 20 plus colleges and the trophy was
bagged by Royal Global University. The event was conducted so smoothly
by the hardworks of almost 15-20 students starting from Jyotisman Das,
Sohail Ali, Bisal Biwas, Sakil Ahmed etc. But due to Durga Puja and certain
odds the freshers waspsotponed to Novemeber 19. As usual the General
Freshers was conducted smoothly, there were Mr and Miss Freshers fromt
he newcomers and each bibian enjoyed to their last breath. And to conclude
that was certainly our last programme.

      As a General secretary ,i have enjoyed a lot and hold up to my
responsibilities in every best way, i tried to help a lot of people during that
time and devoted the day and nights of each day . To specially mention i along
with President Biswajit Sarma  sacrificed our own blazzers from the fund and
donated a aquaguardehichwah set up during our time near the Teachers Com-
mon room. In a way we gave our drop of bpood for the college and it was
wondeful and cherising journey and i would evermore want to relive those
days. Those were the best and most helpful and innovating days of my college
career that would help me a lot in the future and will give me coursge to face
the upcommingchalleneges in my life. I learnt a lot and taught a lot as well to
my juniors and i would whole bhi heartedly like to thank our Principal Sir Dr
Satyendra Nath Barman sir, my incharge Dr Bijoy Goswami Sir and all the
other teachers and faculty memebers of our college for giving me this won-
derful opportunity and for helping me throughout my journey.

- Thank you

   Long live B Borooah College

Jondip Pathak
General Secretary

B. Borooah College Students' Union









At the very outset of my report . I would like
to offer my heartiest gratitude and respect towards
these personalities who had made their effort to bring
the present day situation of the gracious B. Borooah
college. I feel myself immensely lucky to have the
honour to become a member of the union body ie
magazine secretary. As magazine secretary. I had the
major role of being the editor of the college magazine
Bibian 53th edition and also to conduct various event
under the magazine section in the college week (2021-
22) which was held on May 23, 2022 upto 25 May
2022. Various competitions were included like poem
writing competition, story writing competition, slogan
writing competition etc.

It was great experience and immense pleasure
for me to conduct all these events in such a famous
college and I must say that it would not be possible
without the help of the teachers and also my friends.
I, how to surely mention the name of the principal of
the college Dr. Satyendra Nath Barman for the
immunes help and support throughout the year and
through out the whole event. Dr. Smritimala Sarmah
being the in charge of the magazine action had
supported and helped me immensely throughout the
whole year in case of each and every event.

Actually I have to mention one thing for sure
that the unity of our union body was as strong that
there were no derision of labour and work because
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at last every body helped as in each and every work
from their heart. I will want to thank each and every
union member of our union body for their immense
help and support and also to those of mine friend
who had made their effort to help me or to bring out
each and every event a grand successful one. I also
thank the editorial board for their hard work, help
and support for the whole period for each and every
work regarding the publication of the Bibian (53th
edition).

Through out the whole year many student
brought glory and respect to the college by winning
a bagful of prizes in various fields at various platforms.
I want to thank them and offer them my fearful
congratulation and a best wish for their bright future.

At last I want to show my gratuities toward
the whole B. Borooah fraternity for giving me such
an opportunity and a scope to wonder my service
for the college. It was my luck to work for such a
famous college along with such accompanies and
once again thank  to everyone.

Thank you
Long Live B. Borroah College

Long Live B.B.C.S.U.

Tina Moni Narzary
Magazine Secretary

B. Borooah College Students' Union
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I am glad to present my report before you all, the report of my journey
or utmost performance as the Social Service Secretary, B. Borooah college
students’ Union, during my tenure 2021-22. I’m very thankful to all the bibians
for choosing me as their Social Service Secretary, to serve our college and
have the unique experience of carrying my responsibility to the best of my
ability. I would like to thank our Principal, Dr. Satyendra Nath Barman sir, my
in-charge Ms. Nijara Konch, and all the teaching staff and non-teaching staff
faculty for their Cooperation in all my work. I can never forget ex-Bibian
Seniors, Sukhdeep Kaur, Bijit Adhykari, Prasanjit muchahary, Rajesh Chetry,
Avtar Singh, Bharadwaj Parashar, Gargee Brahma, Bhavna Kalita, Bhargav
Chetia, Himanjit Deka, Hirak Jyoti Das, Rajsekhar Ghosh, & ex- bibians
friends, Mamjuda Narzi and Himakshi Chaudhary, who encouraged me to
participate in Students’ Union election, thanks to NCC units of B. Borooah
college for having my back. And a big thanks to Anuradha Baruah, my best
friend for always helping me and to our “Bibian Brothers” and “Dept. of
Geography” for being in every step of my work, and much obliged to Subham
Thakur Senior of our dept. In true words, my all success was possible only
because of well co-operation of our union members, all bibians, and especially
the guidance of Dr. Priyanka koiri ma’am, Mr. Manoj Kr. Das sir, Lt. Dr.
Jugesh Pegu sir, and all the other professors.

As a Social Service Secretary of this reputed institution, my aim was
the overall cleaning and maintenance of our college and to set a great hygiene
platform for every bibians. So, within the given period, my work was to maintain
the hygiene of the college, to make sure every step of BBC is cleaned, and to
ensure the proper awareness to all the students about waste, and how to
keep the college clean.



During College week (2021-22) which was held from 23rd May 2021 to
28th May 2021, Various Events were conducted under me like, Poster Making
Competiton, Face Painting, Short films, etc. it was an immense experience and
pleasure for me to conduct all these events in such a prestigious college and I must
have to say that it would not be possible without the help of the professors and also
my friends, and I appreciate, Omjee, Kunal, Aryan, and Kautav Mahanta (Vice
President) who helped me, a lot during college week.

Apart from college week, there are many events were conducted for the
development and to bring out the enthusiasm of students. Events like:

• The Plantation drive, where most of the teaching staff & students were
present. A few Plants were also donated by Tai Ahom Satro Sontha.

• Blood Donation Camp, Organised by Lions Club Of Guwahati Icon
(International) in Association with B. Borooah College, NSS UNIT, NCC UNIT,
& Saharia’s Blood Centre. It was a great successful event as 22 students donated
blood. Some of the secretaries also donated like General Secretary, Assistant General
Secretary, Boys’ Common Room Secretary & Me (Social Service Secretary).

• Cleanliness Drives, were conducted with BBC NSS & NCC units.

• Painting & Slogans Competition.

As a Social Service Secretary, I’ve brought many different NGOs to work
with students to develop new skill sets like negotiation, communications, etc. Many
Dustbins were set up for the students to use to throw out the waste, which help the
college to keep the surroundings clean.

Lastly, I would say that all my work could not be possible without other union
members. So, I thank our Principal Dr. Satyendra Nath Barman Sir and BBCSU
2021-22 for their support in these few months of the journey. Thanks to all the
members of the Bibians family for having faith and trust in me. It was a great learning
experience for me. And as I’ve pursued my H.S. in BBC and Pursuing my Graduation
so, BBC is an emotion for me. Cheers to my close ones, Kasturi, Sohail, Diksha,
Sanjana, Karabi, Mononita, Luna, Navadeep, Bishal (Major games secretary),
Faruk, Rakesh, Pallab, Dishita, Trishita, Aditi, Siddhartha, Jyotishman, and to all my
seniors, of different dept. and special thanks to my mother Bindyu Sharma, who
always encouraged and gave me the best pieces of advice to work.

In the end, I would like to say that it would be a privilege for me if I get the
opportunity to be associated with the activities of the union even after the completion
of my tenure. 

“Long Live Bbcsu”

“Long Live Welfare Community”

“Long Live B. Borooah College”

Rajdeep Sharma
Social Service Secretary

B. Borooah College Students' Union
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I want to begin with how thankful and proud I feel everyday to be a part of

the BBCSU. I was elected as Football Secretary for the session 2022. I have
innumerable people to thank for this glorious opportunity. Without the constant
support of my professors, friends, parents and  fellow Bbians , embarking on
such a journey would’ve been impossible. This year I learnt the true meaning
of dedication and responsibility.

I also want to thank our Respect Principal sir for being so involved with
the Students’ Union, constantly empowering us to do good by our colleges.

During my tenure I got the opportunity to be a part of the organising
team of the College Week 2022, where I’m very proud to say that I got to
watch a plethora of players participate with great enthusiasm. I tried my best
to give them all fair chances, give them a professional platform to show  and
improve their skills as well as organise the Football events with as minimal set
back as possible. I would like to highlight that the College week is a great
platform for aspiring sports persons to learn more about their game and show
their talent , therefore the presence of proper fields  and sports gears is vital .
Which I hope to improve in the coming days with the cooperation of the
college as well as my fellow Union members. B Borooah College is a place
which gives fair chances to everyone, including me. I believe with the strong
support of our faculty, the dedication of the Students’ Union and the students
we can make this already thriving institution an epicentre of success.

Giriraj Kashyap
Football Secretary

B. Borooah College Students' Union
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Before getting with the report of the Music & Fine Arts Secretary, I

would firstly like to thank each and every person associated with their contri-
bution for the present development of the respected B. Borooah College. It
has been a memorable as well as respectable moment for me to stand up and
serve as the Music & Fine Arts Secretary of this reputed institution. Here, I
would like to take the space to thank my teacher in-charge Dr. Manabendra
Sarma Sir for his valuable advice and support throughout my work period.
Without his constant guidance and supervision, my tenure would have re-
mained incomplete. I would also like to thank Dr. Nijan Chandra Pegu sir, Dr.
Diganta Choudhury sir and all the teachers for their overall support for me
during the period. Lastly, I would like to thank all the students and the work-
ing members of B. Borooah College for their help and support. I feel im-
mensely lucky to have the honour to become a member of the Union Body
ornamenting this portfolio.

Being the Music & Fine Arts Secretary, my first and foremost duties
were to bring out the talent from all classes and departments so that they can
represent their talent and make every Bibian proud and to work for the well-
being, betterment and development of the college. During this period, we
went on to organize many events with the collective efforts of all the union
members, the teachers, students and the working stuff. First of all, the first
event that we organized was a programme on Bihu. After the organisation of
the programme, the college started off with the Yearly College Week from
23rd of May, 2022. As the Music & Fine Arts Secretary, I was in charge to
carry out the following competitions:

Singing Competition
Instrumental Competition
Painting



Cartooning
Calligraphy
Mimicry

The college week was also a great successful event, highly because of
the hard work and support of every person related to it.

After the college week, it was time for the Inter College Youth Festival.
During the zonal, the students of B. Borooah College stood up in the events
and got selected for the Finals which was held in Gauhati University. I am
greatfully thankful to all those students for their participation, hard work and
for keeping the name of B. Borooah College high.

On 17th of October, we went to organize the General Freshman Social
which was held after a gap of 2 years due to Covid-19. So, it was really
important for us to make this event a grand success as it was also going to be
the last programme under our tenure. Due to the hard work and the coopera-
tion of the Union Members and all the students, the event turned-out to be a
successful one.

The journey from Bihu to General Freshman Social is something which
I won't be able to forget. I hope that I have been able to do all the duties
entrusted upon me in the best possible way.

I want to extend my heartfelt thanks to all the union members for help-
ing me in organizing each and every event and activities during my tenure.

At last, I want to show my gratitude towards the whole B. Borooah
College fraternity for giving me such an opportunity and a scope to render my
service for the college. It's an honour for me to work for such a prestigious
college along with all the Union members. I also wish good luck to our suc-
ceeding Union Members.

Thank you everyone for your love and support. 

"Long Live B.B.C.S.U"
"Long Live B. Borooah College"

Debanjan Chowdhury
Music & Fine Arts Secretary

B. Borooah College Students' Union
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At the very outset of my report as Minor games secretary, I would like

to offer my heartiest gratitude and respect towards those personalities who
had made their effort to bring the present-day situation of the gracious B.
BOROOAH COLLEGE. I feel immensely lucky to have the honor to be-
come a member of the Union Body ornamenting portfolios.

As a Minor Games Secretary, I had the major role of being the person
to encourage the students to show an interest in sports and also conducted
various events under the Major games' secretary during the college week
(2021-22) which was held from 23rd May 2021 to 28th May 2021. Various
competitions were included like the Batmintion, Chess, Tug Of War sports,
etc. it was an immense experience and pleasure for me to conduct all these
events in such a famous college and I must have to say that it would not have
been possible without the help of the professor and also my friends, specially
Kaustav Mahanta (Vice President), Subham Thakur, Bhaskarjyoti Rabha. I
have to surely mention the name of the principal of the college Dr. Satyendra
Nath Barman for the immense help and support throughout the few months
and throughout the whole event. I'll not mention any particular names of the
professor because each and everybody supported me at their level best. Dr.
Pradyumna Mazumdar sir being the professor in charge of the Minor Games
secretary has supported and helped me immensely throughout the whole pe-
riod in case of each and every event. Actually, I have to mention one thing for
sure the unity of our union body was so strong that there was no division of
labour and work because at last everybody helped us in each and every work
from their heart. I want to thank each and every union member of our union
body for their immense help and support and also to those friends of mine
who have made their best effort to help me or to bring out each and every
event a grand successful one.

During college week, this time I had brought so many games for women



too, to encourage them and help them to empower their inner sports spirit.
Each and every sport/game is enjoyed by every bibians. Apart from this, B.
Borooah College Sports team also participated at the inter-college level and
also going to participate in GU Inter college games in various events.

Throughout the whole period, many students brought glory and re-
spect to the college by winning a bagful of prizes on various platforms. I want
to thank them and offer them my heartful congratulations and the best wish for
their bright future.

I'm very happy to present my report to you all. I'm very thankful to all
the bibians for choosing me as their Minor Games Secretary, to serve our
college and have the unique experience of carrying my responsibility to the
best of my ability.

As a Minor games secretary, I had many plans for sports in our college
but the time period of our union was very less i.e., 7 months, which didn't
permit me to make our college a fully professional sports college but I tried
my best to do so.

At last, I want to show my gratitude towards the whole B. Borooah
fraternity for giving me such an opportunity and scope to render my service to
the college. It's my luck to work for such a famous college along with such
companions and once again thanks to everyone for everything.

Thank you.

"Long Live Bbcsu"
"Long Live Sportsperson Spirit"
"Long Live B. Borooah College"

Barun Biswas
Minor Games Secretary

B. Borooah College Students' Union
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At first I want to thank each and everyone for their sup-

port and trust. I would like to thank our principal sir Dr. Satyendra
Nath Barman and the faculty members of the glorious B. Borooah
College, I would like to offer my sincere and heartiest thanks to
my teacher in charge Dr. Priyanka Koiri for her guidance and
support during my tenure. I like to say that I feel very proud and
happy to be a part of BBCSU 2021-22. I was elected as a
Girls' Common Room Secretary on 19th Feb, 2022.

During my tenure, I have tried to do best of mine. I have
provided a new big dustbin in the Girls' Common Room, so that
students can throw their useless packets and all there. As you
people noticed that the doors and the tubelights of the girls com-
mon room was in bad condition for a long time and as per my
promise and as an opportunity I had fix this problem along with
painting the whole common room. I have provided a new wall
clock and I have tried to keep the common room clean as far as
possible. As a Girls' Common Room Secretary I had some small
things to do in the common room but the time period of our
union was very less i.e. 7 months, which didn't permit me to
make the common room fully best but i tried my best to do so.

The Annual College Week gave the platform for the stu-
dents in the college to perform whole heartedly. All total there
were 7 programs that were held under my post, Le Musical
chair (girls), salad making. Rangoli competition, Miss B.
Borooah, pudding, make up, mehendi. I would like to say that
college week is a great platform to show talents, skills etc. A
good number of BBians have participated in the competitions
in a discipline manner.



The name of the 1st winners of the competitions have
been mentioned below-

1. Miss B. Borooah (Winner) Kasturi Salol (Bsc 4th sem).
Runners Up-Tarashmita Nath (BA 2nd sem) 2. Make Up
(1st position) Liza Sharma (Bsc 4th sem)

3. Rangoli competition (team, 1st position)-Ashmita
Chakraborty and her team (Bsc 4th sem and Mac)

4. Salad making (team, 1st position) - Puja Roy and her team
(B.A 4th sem)

5. Musical chair, girls-(1st position). -Smita Barman (Bsc 2nd

sem)

6. Pudding (1st position) - Indira Das (B.A 6th sem (

7. Mehendi (1st position)-Swati Goswami (H.S 2nd year)
There are many other programmes that under BBCSU

were held. At last would like to thanks all the students union
members of BBCSU, and other friends of this college who have
supported and help me during this journey. During my tenure I
got many opportunities to work for the betterment of our college
and for the bibians and I will continue my work and try to con-
tribute everything possible during these remaining days as a
secretary..

Long Live B. Borooah College.

Ankita Baruah
Girls common room secretary

B. Borooah College Students' Union




















